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fenton art glass hobnail pattern identification value - in fenton art glass hobnail pattern identification and value guide by
margaret and kenn whitmyer the authors note that after some testing the hobnail pattern was introduced in the general line
in 1940, fenton art glass patterns 1939 1980 2nd edition - fenton art glass patterns 1939 1980 2nd edition identification
value guide margaret whitmyer kenn whitmyer on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers this revised edition of
fenton art glass patterns showcases thousands of pieces in color with many original catalog reprints it picks up where the
authors first fention volume left off, vaseline glass collectors inc the glass manufacturers - adams co adams mackin co
was established in pittsburgh pennsylvania in 1851 in 1861 it became adams and co in 1891 it became factory a in the u s
glass co adams co first made the wildflower pattern that has been reproduced numerous times in numerous colors, avon
bottles overview glass bottle marks - cape cod pattern besides the figural bottles one of the most popular gift lines sold
by avon was the dark ruby red cape cod pattern tableware set with production lasting from 1975 to 1993 many different
items were issued in this line of glassware, hemingray glass company glass bottle marks - glass building blocks a major
item made for many years was discontinued in march of 1966 and production of insulators was discontinued in 1967
although the factory continued to produce television face plates until closing permanently in 1972
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